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Welcome to Jubilee Park
Katie Stobbart
Raspberry Contributor
You are here. Likely, the sun is beautiful and
warm on the backs of the tents, and on your
back. Possibly, there is music playing as you
read this: probably sounds that were born
and shaped not far from this park.
Jubilee Park was named to celebrate the
Queen’s diamond jubilee in 1927, 60 years
after the confederation of Canada. On the
100th anniversary of confederation in 1967,
40 years later, it was complemented by the
addition of the MSA Centennial Library on
the north end of the park, facing South Fra-

ser Way, a building which is currently being
transformed into a community arts centre.
Every Thursday night in August, Jubilee
Park is transformed into something closer
to its name. People who would shy away at
any other time of the week make this our
gathering place. We listen to mostly local
music, browse wares and collect pamphlets
from present community organizations,
enjoy a beer, spread out our picnic blankets,
and even bring a bocce set or a Frisbee.
At any other time, walk past this park. Notice the mostly empty playground—sometimes someone sits on one of the benches.
Notice the black van always parked in the
lot. The grassy lawn is not entirely empty;

people cluster under the trees. It is important to remember that this park is not always
jubilant.
In 2014, it gained some infamy through
its hosting of a tent city during one of the
more contentious struggles of Abbotsford’s
homeless population, a more visible settlement of the neighbourhood that had been
developing there for longer than many of us
can remember.
Over the years, the park has been host to
a range of community gatherings. It’s used
for pickleball and lawn bowling; it has been
the site of softball tournaments and knitting campaigns to raise money for cancer
research, for fairs and festivals and more re-

cently the Fraser Valley Pride Celebration.
I often hear negative remarks about the
people who often congregate in or near this
park: people who appear to be homeless.
They are looked at as “other,” and used as an
excuse not to appreciate the space. It’s said, it
would be better if they weren’t here. But the
truth is, they are as deserving of solace and
beauty and warmth as we are.
We are here for a short time to enjoy the
music, the sunshine, and each other’s company. While we’re here, let’s remember too
that community should not be only for the
privileged.

Saint Soldier: Inwards
and outwards
Alex Rake
Raspberry Contributor
Amrit Saggu, aka Saint Soldier, is a hiphop artist from Abbotsford, BC.
Wait, there are hip-hop artists in Abbotsford?
Yep!
According to Saint Soldier, who has
also been involved in Vancouver’s hiphop community for about 15 years, the
Fraser Valley’s hip-hop scene is now
emerging with plenty of new talent. The
man himself has had part of recreating
here what he calls the positive atmosphere of Vancouver’s scene by hosting
events like open mics at the Sipp Chai
and spoken-word nights at the Spotted
Owl. Not only are these events now creating space for like-minded hip-hop artists,
but they’re also contributing to all genres
of the youth, music, and poetry commu-

nities of Abbotsford in general.
All this explicit community involvement seems to have started suddenly and
recently for him. “It’s as if the universe is
doing things and bringing ways to support my craft and help me support others,” he says, referring to this past winter
as his moment of calling, as it were.
The name “Saint Soldier” comes from
ideas put forth by the tenth Sikh Guru,
Guru Govind. Firstly, a saint must have
an inward understanding of god. After
that, a soldier must act in the world out of
the peace and compassion that the saint
would develop. The Saint Soldier, therefore, spreads positive change in the world
by achieving self-awareness.
Saint Soldier states his purpose simply:
to “create self-awareness, and that awareness is that everything is one. And then
we’ll help each other.”
`

The
After
Dark
Series

Hannah Dow-Kenny
Jam in Jubilee Contributor
The After Dark Series is a segment of the Jam in
Jubilee Concert Series that occurs right after the
performances in the park every Thursday night.
Once the park empties, those who want to hear
some more great local tunes head on over to
Townhall Public House (33720 S Fraser Way),
where CiVL Radio hosts DJs and other live performances until 11:00. This week (August 4th),
the series features acts such as Herokah & DJ
RAV3N, and Johnny K. Herokah was recently
nominated for a Fraser Valley Music Award in
the rhythm and dance category, which was also
hosted by CiVL. So if you really enjoy Jam in
Jubilee and want to hear more local music, head
over to Townhall for these performances after
the Park section is over. The people at CiVL and
Townhall have put together these wonderful
artists and worked hard to make the After Dark
series happen over the years, so go on and enjoy
yourselves, as it makes the efforts worthwhile.
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Oldhand Coffee to try their hand at
the Downtown Abbotsford scene
Joe Johnson
Raspberry Contributor
In business for a year and a half, the people
of Abbotsford have discovered that Oldhand, which got its start at Jam in Jubilee,
is part of the cultural wave surging through
the valley.
Owners Johannes and Kristina van Bommel van Vloten have crafted a warm and
inviting second home to many mainstay
customers. It’s not uncommon to see people
spend countless hours at Oldhand, making
the place their own temporary office. It’s just
as common to find people reading, and of
course, socializing. Oldhand has no pretense
about it. It’s a beautifully designed shop
where people can enjoy delicious coffee, alcoholic delights, and baked goods.

Inside, you find yourself consumed with
an ambience of flowing indie music, warm
lighting, antique decorations, white and
blue painted beach house features, as well
as church pew seating. At any time, a game
of Settlers of Catan could break out. It’s a
relaxed atmosphere and Kristina and Johannes are the kind of people who know
each of their customers by name.
Things are soon to change. Johannes and
Kristina already have a two-year old daughter, and joining them any day will be another. To coincide, at the end of August, Oldhand will be moving from their location at
the corner of Clearbrook and South Fraser
Way to Downtown Abbotsford. To say the
least, it’s a busy time.
Given their personal backgrounds of
managing bakeries and coffee shops in Vancouver, the challenges are nothing they can’t

Western Jaguar is a local musical ensemble that consists of four passionate
individuals: Jeffrey Trainor, Kier-Christer Junos, Brent Webb, and AJ Buckley.
Their sound is a mixture of each of their
own styles, and their energetic, listenable
performances draw crowds of all ages at
all types of venues. They are consistently well received, not only by people who
have seen plenty of their shows, but by
people who are new to local music and
have never seen Western Jaguar play.
The band has such an atmosphere
about them that pulls people shoulder to shoulder into a cramped, sweaty
sandwich shop in the middle of July, and
can still generate the energy to dance
amid the heat. The first time I saw them
play was on a hot night in the summer
a few years ago. I was new to local music, and though I was sweating a river,
I noticed this band had a personality
about it that made their shows just that
much better than their recordings. Their
sound, which is sometimes upbeat, and
occasionally solemn, is unique to these

four obviously talented musicians, even
though the members’ other projects may
sound quite different.
Western Jaguar has recently played a
couple shows in Abbotsford: one being
the Envision concert series held at the
Kariton art gallery (2387 Ware Street)
every Saturday in Mill Lake Park, and
the other in the United Church basement downtown, which has hosted
many wonderful local acts over the past
three years. Each show was different and
had a distinct atmosphere, but both were
true examples of who Western Jaguar is,
and how much spirit they put into their
set. Bands like this make playing music
look effortless.
I strongly encourage anyone reading
this to look for them on bandcamp and
explore all the music they have to offer.
The band will play the first week of Jam
in Jubilee on August 4 along with Saint
Soldier, Alex Rake and the Leaves, and
the After Dark performances at Townhall (33720 South Fraser Way). This
handful of musicians and bands are a
great way to kick off Jam in Jubilee this
year and I hope to see many new faces
there.

Mitch Huttema
Contributor
Alex Rake is the titular frontman of Alex Rake
and the Leaves, a folk punk band from Mission,
BC. The Leaves are Isaac Harvey (bass), Lucas Fultz-Zentner (saxophone), and Shaun Novak (percussion).
Mitch: Why Alex Rake “and the Leaves”?
Alex: Because it’s hilarious.
Mitch: How would you describe your band?
What is your gevvvnre?
Alex: We call it folk punk for marketing reasons. But really it’s just folk music with jazz ethics
and punk aesthetics, which means we believe in
the energy of the thing, that the energy is the expression, and improvisation is therefore important because every time you perform the song, the
energy you’re expressing is going to be different.
Otherwise, you’re just pretending, and it’s not
theatre, it’s music. And punk aesthetics means it’s
coarse and noisy.
Mitch: What is your main inspiration when
making music? What can you always sing about?
Alex: The anxiety of living, man. There’s nothing else to write about, really. All songs boil down
to “I’m alive? What the heck?” And so it comes out
maybe as a love song, or a sad heartbreak song, or a
screw the government song — but it’s all the same
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businesses that we’re already communicating with, they’re all right there. It’s kind of
nice to be in that hub. It’s like the one sort
of city centre part of Abbotsford that we’re
excited about.”
It’s true that Downtown is where the excitement’s at. And while other similar businesses, such as Duft and Co. are already established there, neither business sees each
other as competition. It’s actually the opposite. They see it as strengthening the area by
having great businesses located there; it’s a
win-win for everybody. No longer will people be driving just to Oldhand on one end
of town, but they’ll now go to Oldhand in
conjunction with every other business on
the strip.
In less than a month, Oldhand will take
the next step in its journey.

Incubating aliens: Q&A
with Alex Rake

Western Jaguar
Hannah Dow-Kenny
Jam in Jubilee Contributor

manage. The move itself isn’t one of necessity, as they’ve proven that they are a destination location, but it’s more a move to provide
better service to more people, and in a way
that allows them to fully realize their vision.
In fact, the new location isn’t a totally new
idea. They’re moving to 2617 Pauline Street,
a place they had eyed up years ago when the
idea of Oldhand was still in the conception
stage.
As much as people enjoy coming out to
their location now, many of their customers
do come from east Abbotsford. Re-establishing their home on that side of town will be
a positive move for many. And not only will
the bring them closer to a large percentage
of their customers, but it will also cement
them in the downtown with other likeminded young businesses.
Kristina says that “just being close to those
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thing.
Mitch: Why do you create music?
Alex: Because the impulse is there. It’s sort of
like, you know when you have to touch the doorknob five times? It’s like that. It’s “Oh man, I gotta
write a song. Ignore me while I stare into the distance for three hours while I’m sitting with you.”
Mitch: What is your songwriting procedure?
Do you write a melody first, or a poem, for example?
Alex: It all comes randomly. It all comes from
the same sense of anxiety, the need to create
something. Like, I’ve got this strange feeling, and
now I’ve got to do something with this weird alien
incubating inside of me. I want it to burst through
my chest! And so you just add stuff together and
eventually it becomes a single, explosive thing.
Mitch: Do you take a collaborative approach to
songwriting with the Leaves?
Alex: I make the song. I bring it to the Leaves.
I usually have basslines and stuff I’ve written out,
and then they reinvent them. They’re very important to the process because otherwise it’d just
be me having an orchestra. Instead, it’s all of us
tearing a song apart.
Mitch: What is your ideal show? A small venue
with about 25 people? A stadium? A campfire?
Alex: I would love to sit around a campfire with
quite a few attentive people. A tent of attentive
people! It’s always better when they’re listening; it
doesn’t really matter how many people there are.
I prefer if there’s only two people but they’re actually listening, as opposed to 25 people who are
kind of just smoking and chatting.
Mitch: Is there anything that as a group or as a
person you want to communicate to others about
yourself?
Alex: Hm. No. What we’re doing isn’t quite
self-expression so much as just expression. Like,
you don’t have to know me to get into the song,
the songs aren’t necessarily about me. They come
out of me, but only because they’re the alien babies incubating inside my mind, not because…
I don’t know. I don’t think it’s important to talk
about myself, in that way.
Mitch: Anything you want, as a band, to comment on the political climate of today?
Alex: That’s not our role here. I don’t agree with
using your art to propagate a political view. You
should use it to lash out against certain powers,
sure, but I don’t think you should use it as an argument. Art is never just an argument. As soon
as your poem becomes purely an argument for
something it’s a bad poem. This is why I think
some people are so adverse to the idea of art —
they can’t see what the point is.
Mitch: What do you have coming up next?
Anything you want to leak, thematically or whatever?
Alex: We’re working on an album right now
(with collaborators!). The idea is that they’re all
sad love songs, but they’re not sad or love songs.

